HEDONISM QUINDECIMUS
Fifteenth Anniversary Limited Edition
Blended Grain Whisky

‘Everything in moderation, including moderation.’
– Oscar Wilde
Since we launched the Compass Box Whisky Company in
2000, we have always believed there can be a certain
elegance in excess. Our first bottling – the original
Hedonism – explored a brave new world of flavor
previously uncharted in the world of Scotch. Eight
years later, with Hedonism Maximus we used exclusively
older, rarer whiskies in pursuit of the indulgent,
unctuous, august pleasure that we knew only mature
stock could deliver.
In this our fifteenth anniversary year, we felt it was time to
go back to where it all started for Compass Box and reinvent
Hedonism once more for a very limited edition celebratory
bottling.

Availability
Fifteenth Anniversary Limited Edition
release of 5,689 bottles.
Bottled in February 2015.

Flavour Descriptors
The combination of grain whiskies from different
distilleries and of varying ages has created
extraordinary complexity and juxtapositions of
flavour. Indulgent yet lively, unctuous yet light, you
will find a deep, sweet caramel coconut succulence
combining with exultant tropical fruits.

Hedonism Quindecimus uses grain whiskies of varying ages from five distilleries
to create a riotous, intergenerational celebration of all that the interplay
between grain spirit and American oak can deliver. The joie de vivre
of youth and complexity of age combine to create something seductive,
mouth-coating and irresistible.

Recommendations
Drink this whisky as any true Hedonist would –
however you like it, whenever you feel like it and
in whatever quantity you deem appropriate. We
particularly enjoy Quindecimus paired with sweet
desserts, salted caramel or Highland fudge.

So join us in this, our fifteenth anniversary toast to all of you that have
joined us on the journey since our first bottling. To fifteen years of joyful
pleasure. To the thrill of exploration. And of course to the spirit
of occasional, unabashed excess.

Bottling Details
Bottled at 46%
Not chill-filtered
Natural colour
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